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Abstract

The speed-ability trade-off becomes a measurement problem if there is between-subject varia-
tion in the speed-ability compromise, as this may affect the comparability of ability estimates. To
control individual speed differences, the response-signal (RS) paradigm was applied requiring an
immediate response as soon as an acoustic signal is presented. A figural discrimination task and
a word recognition task were completed both in an untimed condition allowing individual differ-
ences in time spent on task and in several timed conditions where the time available for item
completion was limited using the RS paradigm. Thus, speed was manipulated by varying the avail-
able time between stimulus-onset and RS. A total of N = 205 high school students participated
in the study. Results showed that across timed conditions with decreasing time on task, the abil-
ity level and ability variance decreased substantially. Ability correlations between timed condi-
tions were high, whereas correlations between untimed and timed conditions were low. This
finding suggested that ability differences being inconsistent to those found in the timed condition
are due to individual differences in time on task in the untimed condition. To eliminate these dif-
ferences, two ways were considered. First, untimed responses were recoded using two-tailed
posterior time limits. As expected, correlations between timed and untimed conditions were
increased. Second, the log-transformed item response times were included in the item response
model, which led to even higher correlations between timed and untimed conditions. Validity
and generalizability of the proposed testing procedure are discussed.
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From a measurement perspective, the speed-ability trade-off (SAT) represents a fundamental

problem, as it may jeopardize comparability of performance measures if there is between-

subject variation in the speed-ability compromise adopted by test takers (e.g., Dennis & Evans,

1996). Thus, the test taker’s ability u cannot be conceived as a single measurement, but has to

be viewed as a monotonic decreasing function that defines the within-subject relation between

ability u and speed z (i.e., u = f(z); cf. van der Linden, 2009). From this, it can be assumed that

when test takers p operate at different speeds, ability estimates ûp indicate individual ability dif-

ferences, and these ability estimates are confounded with the test takers’ decisions on speed.

For example, if two monotonic decreasing speed-ability functions are assumed for two test

takers (A and B; see Online Appendix A), it could be that A shows greater ability than B at all

speed levels. However, B could obtain a higher ability estimate than A because A’s speed may

be much higher than B’s. The SAT is a within-subject phenomenon: If test takers increase their

speed, their ability decreases. However, even if test takers keep their speed constant (stationar-

ity assumption, cf. van der Linden, 2007), the problem of comparing ability estimates still

exists as long as test takers select very different levels of speed to complete the tasks (e.g.,

matrices tasks; cf. Goldhammer & Klein Entink, 2011).

Controlling Speed Differences Among Test Takers

To obtain comparable ability estimates that are not affected by individuals’ differences in the

speed-ability compromise, in the present study the speed control was removed from the test

taker and given to the test developer (cf. Wainer et al., 2000). This was done by constraining the

response period. According to van der Linden (2009), the expected log-transformed response

time EðlnðtpiÞÞ is determined by person and item properties and can be broken down into the

speed zp of person p and the time intensity li of item i to indicate how time-consuming the item

is EðlnðtpiÞ = � zp + li. Test takers’ levels of speed zp, while completing an item i can be stan-

dardized by constraining the available time on task ln tpi

� �
, that is, the time which can be spent

on processing the stimulus and responding. Those able to meet the time constraint at item level

have adapted their speed zp to the same level. If time intensity is equal across items, speed is the

same across items, given the same time constraint; however, if time intensity varies across

items, the speed differs across items but not among test takers responding to a particular item.

There are various methods available to control time on task, which prevent too fast

responses, too slow responses, or both (e.g., Davison, Semmes, Huang, & Close, 2012; Lien,

Ruthruff, Remington, & Johnston, 2005; Reed, 1973; Semmes, Davison, & Close, 2011;

Wright & Dennis, 1999). For the present study, the experimental response-signal (RS) para-

digm was selected, as it enables control of the test taker’s speed by restricting the time available

to process the stimulus and give a response. To explore the SAT as a within-subject phenom-

enon, the RS paradigm was applied repeatedly within subjects with varying stimulus presenta-

tion times (timed conditions). To compare the results from the timed condition with results

from a conventional administration, a condition without time constraints (i.e., an untimed con-

dition without RS paradigm) was needed. The SAT is assumed to affect the results of both

speed tests and power tests. For the present study, tasks from tests requiring figural discrimina-

tion and visual word recognition were selected, which could be assumed to be primarily speed

tests. Given enough time, these items should be solved almost always correctly.

A major assumption of the approach is that test takers react in a similar way to the intro-

duced time constraints: There are no confounding differential effects across timed conditions

due to the applied RS paradigm, which would be reflected by intersecting speed-ability func-

tions. Nevertheless, it was expected that the RS paradigm would show differential effects
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relative to the untimed condition in that test takers might be more or less required to adjust their

(untimed) timing behavior to the experimental time limits in the timed conditions.

Hypotheses

In the present study, the following hypotheses based on the theoretical background on SAT

were investigated. A precondition of the analyses was that the experimental manipulation by

means of the RS paradigm succeeded in reducing differences among individuals’ time spent on

task in the timed conditions. In Hypothesis 1, it was assumed that by decreasing the available

time on task, or more specifically, by shortening the time for item presentation, and in turn

requiring participants to increase their speed z, the mean ability mðbutÞ would decrease in timed

conditions, t� 1. In Hypothesis 2, it was expected that a very high speed would be associated

with decreasing ability variance VarðbutÞ, as responses would become increasingly random

regardless of participants’ ability. For a speed test, it was assumed that this variance would

decrease with very low levels of speed, as easy items could be solved by almost all test takers.

In Hypothesis 3, it was supposed that significant speed differences in the untimed condition

would result in low correlations Corð bu0 , butÞ between ability estimates of the untimed condition,

t = 0, and any timed condition, t� 1. Following the same reasoning, the correlations between

different timed conditions t1 and t2, Corðcut1 , cut2Þ, with t1 and t2 � 1, were expected to be at a

much higher level, as test takers were required to adopt the speed-ability compromise in the

same way in each condition. Differences in the correlations were not assumed to be due solely

to bottom or ceiling effects. Low correlations between ability estimates in the untimed condi-

tion, t = 0, and any timed condition Corð bu0 , butÞ, t� 1, were assumed to be due to individuals’

differences in the time spent on task in the untimed condition. Therefore, correlations were

expected to increase when the effect of individuals’ differences in the time spent on a task was

eliminated. In Hypothesis 4, it was assumed that individual differences could be equalized by

recoding response data based on two-tailed posterior time limits. A response was scored as cor-

rect only if the correct answer was given and the response was given within the time limit; a

response was considered incorrect if it was given outside the time limit or was incorrect within

the time limit (cf. Partchev, De Boeck, & Steyer, 2012). For posterior time limits, one pair of

upper and lower limits that were applied as experimental time limits of the RS paradigm was

used. Moreover, it was systematically explored how the location of posterior time limits

affected the results (see Online Appendix C). Although two-tailed posterior time limits could

eliminate speed differences and increase correlations between untimed and timed conditions, an

alternative was to incorporate directly the response time into the item response model, as pro-

posed in Hypothesis 5 based on Roskam’s (1987) approach (see also Roskam, 1997; for power

tests, see Wang & Hanson, 2005). In the present study, this was done in a straightforward way

by adding the log-transformed response time as a linear person-by-item covariate. Thus, on the

person level the confounding of item response time and ability estimate was disentangled, and

the accuracy at which a test taker operated depended on the composite of his or her ability and

time spent on task.

Method

Participants

Of the 205 high school students (Grade 12) participated in this study, 57.6% were female and

42.4% male aged 15.5 to 21.75 (M = 18.03, SD = .70). Students completed the tasks in groups

of up to 24 in a classroom setting, supervised by two test administrators.
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Tasks

Figural discrimination task. This task required test takers to respond selectively to figural targets

and non-targets by pressing one of two response buttons. The stimuli were geometrical figures

similar to those on the Frankfurt Adaptive Concentration Test (FACT; cf. Goldhammer,

Moosbrugger, & Krawietz, 2009) and differed in the following four ways: outer shape (circle

vs. square), inner shape (circle vs. square), number of dots within the inner shape (two vs.

three), and orientation of dots (diagonal vs. horizontal). Target items consisted of inner squares

with two dots and inner circles with three dots, whereas non-target items consisted of inner

squares with three dots and inner circles with two dots.

Visual word recognition task. This task (cf. Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap,

2004; Richter, Naumann, Isberner, & Kutzner, 2011) required participants to distinguish

between words and equivalent non-words by pressing the corresponding response button. All

the words were nouns, with their length varying between 3 and 10 letters and between one and

three syllables (for further details on item development, see Richter et al., 2011).

In both tasks, stimuli appeared successively on the screen and in a random order, which was

the same for all test takers. In the untimed condition, participants were asked to work as quickly

as possible and to avoid making errors. In the timed conditions, they were instructed to press the

correct response button once the RS was presented and to give as many correct responses as pos-

sible. In each of the conditions, participants judged eight stimuli of both response categories.

RS Paradigm

In the RS procedure (e.g., Miller, Sproesser, & Ulrich, 2008; Reed, 1973), participants were

given a signal when they were supposed to respond. Thus, the RS allowed to control effectively

the time used to perform the task on a given trial and thereby to trace the SAT. As blocks of

trials with constant RS lags were used, test takers knew in advance the relative amount of time

available to perform the task and therefore could try to respond as accurately as possible in the

time given. Previous research (e.g., Miller et al., 2008) has shown that test takers are able to

respond within 300 ms after the RS. Each trial began with a 500-ms presentation of a centered

fixation cross. When the fixation cross disappeared from the screen, the stimulus was presented.

For the untimed condition task, test takers decided individually when to respond. After respond-

ing, a blank screen appeared for 500 ms. In the timed conditions, the stimulus disappeared once

the predefined presentation time elapsed, which was indicated by the RS. The signal indicating

that it was time to respond was a 150-ms beep of 900 Hz. The participants were required to

give a response as soon as he or she heard the RS via earphone and no later than 300 ms after

the onset of the RS. Feedback on timing was provided in all timed trials: If the response was

given in time, a happy face was presented for 800 ms; if the response was too early or too late,

an unhappy face was presented for 1,200 ms as well as the message ‘‘too early’’ or ‘‘too late,’’

respectively. After presenting the feedback, a blank screen was shown for 500 ms.

The stimulus presentation times (i.e., RS lags) were derived from quantiles of the response

time distributions, which had been obtained in previous studies without time constraints. For

figural discrimination, the values of the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles were used;

for word recognition, the 20th, 40th, 60th, and 80th percentiles were used. Based on pilot stud-

ies, the experimental RS lags were further adjusted by a linear transformation. This enabled to

define a range of RS lags that were appropriate for the assessment of individuals’ differences

within the group of participants.
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Design

First, participants completed in the untimed condition the visual word recognition test, which

consisted of a block of 16 trials. Then, they completed the test in five timed conditions with

decreasing RS lags of 1,069, 741, 393, and 189 ms. Similarly, the test takers first completed the

figural discrimination test in the untimed condition, and then they did the test in five timed con-

ditions with decreasing RS lags of 970, 571, 440, 325, and 184 ms. The order of conditions was

the same for all participants. To avoid carryover effects by presenting a particular word repeat-

edly, five parallel test forms including different words and non-words were administered for

the word recognition test. These test forms were constructed by matching word properties and

empirical item properties (i.e., item difficulty, discrimination) across test forms. Figural dis-

crimination test forms differed only in the order of geometrical figures. At the beginning, parti-

cipants completed 14 untimed practice trials and received immediate error feedback on the

screen. If more than five errors were made, practice trials were repeated once, which happened

rarely. Before each block of timed trials, participants were made familiar with the RS paradigm

and the stimulus presentation time. To practice responding to the RS in time, six trials with

neutral stimuli were used.

Data Analysis

The Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) framework (e.g., De Boeck et al., 2011; De

Boeck & Wilson, 2004) was used to model responses given in the timed and untimed condi-

tions. Assuming that there was one observation per person p and item i, the observed dichoto-

mous response Ypi follows a binominal distribution, Ypi;binominal 1, ppi

� �
with ppi as success

parameter and expected value, respectively. The expected value is linked to a continuous range

from �‘ to + ‘ by means of the logit function, hpi = ln ppi= 1� ppi

� �� �
. For the one-parameter

logistic model (1PL or Rasch model), hpi is a linear combination of the person parameter up as

a random effect and the item easiness parameter bi as a fixed effect. For Hypotheses 1 to 4, this

item response theory (IRT) model was extended to a multidimensional 1PL model by introdu-

cing item partition covariates indicating whether an item belonged to a particular dimension.

For each (un)timed condition, one dimension, t = 0, . . . , T , was assumed with T = 5 for figural

discrimination and T = 4 for word recognition. The effects of the item partition covariates were

modeled to be random effects varying among persons p, that is, upt. A categorical covariate ct

was added to represent the fixed effects of the conditions. Thereby, the mean structure of the

person parameter was provided. The component upt then represented the individual ability not

explained by the condition. To obtain measurement model invariance, the easiness parameters

bi of the items were constrained, so that they were equal across untimed and timed conditions

for matched items, meaning that the item indicator covariate showed the same values

i = 0, . . . , 15 across conditions for those items that were matched across test forms. Assuming

that this level of measurement invariance held, changes in test takers’ response behavior could

be explained with the structural part of the model. The following linear components of the

GLMM resulted as follows: hpit = upt + bi + ct, with up;MVN 0, Suð Þ and Su as the covariance

matrix of the random effects. To address Hypothesis 5, the model was extended by ln tpit

� �
, rep-

resenting the log-transformed response time: hpit = upt + bi + ct + vln tpit

� �
, with v as the fixed

effect. The random intercept upt at person level then represented the ability without reflecting

the time spent on task. The model suggests that if the response time is increased, the probability

of a correct response approaches 1, regardless of the difficulty of the item. To estimate the

GLMMs, the lmer function of the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2011) for the R

environment (R Development Core Team, 2011) was used; for classical reliability analysis
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(Cronbach’s a), the ltm package (Rizopoulos, 2006) was used. Based on the parameters of the

IRT model, the ICC(k) coefficient as the reliability of the sum of all items was computed (cf.

DeBoeck, 2008; Semmes et al., 2011) as follows: ICC(k) = Var uð Þ= Var uð Þ + Var eð Þ=nð Þ, where

Var uð Þ is the estimated ability variance, Var eð Þ is the error variance which is for the logit link

function Var eð Þ= p2=3 = 3:29, and n is the number of items. Two subjects were excluded from

the data analysis, as their proportion of correct responses in the untimed condition was more

than three standard deviations below the mean.

Results

Manipulation Check

Table 1 shows the mean response time M(tt) and standard deviation SD(tt). For each timed con-

dition, M(tt) is located as required by the RS lag and the imposed upper and lower time limits

for a response. Most important, individual differences in response time tt were substantial in the

untimed condition, whereas variability was remarkably reduced in the timed conditions. The

standard deviation SD(tt) decreased substantially from the untimed condition to the Timed 1

condition (see Table 1; see also Online Appendix B for a plot of response time distributions).

For word recognition, a further decrease was observed from Timed 1 condition to Timed 2 con-

dition, which might indicate that test takers were becoming more familiar with the RS paradigm.

For figural discrimination, which was administered after word recognition, such a decrease

could not be observed. Table 1 also provides the percentage of responses that were too early or

too late for each timed condition. There was a trend that as RS lags decreased, the percentage of

delayed responses increased; however, overall the percentage of responses that were too early or

too late was low. These responses were not excluded from data analysis, as test takers usually

only just missed the response window. Overall, the data presented in Table 1 clearly suggest that

the RS paradigm succeeded in reducing individuals’ differences in the time spent on task.

Hence, persons adapted their speed to the same level when completing an item.

Table 1. Lower and Upper Limits of the Response Window as well as Means and Standard Deviations of
Response Times in the Untimed and Timed Conditions (in ms).

Task Condition Untimed 0 Timed 1 Timed 2 Timed 3 Timed 4 Timed 5

Word recognition Lower limit NA 1,569 1,241 893 689 NA
Upper limit NA 1,869 1,541 1,193 989 NA
M ttð Þ 1,415 1,755 1,477 1,133 950 NA
SD ttð Þ 530 225 121 112 102 NA
% too early NA .14 .06 .07 .02 NA
% too late NA .08 .07 .12 .17 NA

Figural discrimination Lower limit NA 1,470 1,071 940 825 684
Upper limit NA 1,770 1,371 1,240 1,125 984
M ttð Þ 1,457 1,702 1,289 1,165 1,058 928
SD ttð Þ 673 138 165 137 142 141
% too early NA .07 .10 .09 .07 .04
% too late NA .08 .08 .10 .13 .19

Note. The time of the limits is from the onset of the fixation cross; the response time is from the onset of the fixation

cross to the response. The item presentation time is the lower limit minus the 500-ms presentation time of the

fixation cross.

NA = not applicable.
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Reliability

For figural discrimination, Cronbach’s a of the accuracy scores obtained for the untimed condi-

tion was very low, a0 = :40; for the timed conditions, it was reasonably high in the first three

timed conditions, a1 = :71, a2 = :71, and a3 = :66. As expected, for the fastest conditions, in

which test takers were forced to show more random response behavior, reliability dropped sub-

stantially, a4 = :55 and a5 = :40. For word recognition, the pattern was similar: a0 = :35 for the

untimed condition and a1 = :77, a2 = :80, a3 = :65, and a4 = :47 for the timed conditions. The

ICC(k) coefficients representing the reliability of the sum of all items were similar, although

the ICC(k) values were a bit higher than the Cronbach’s a values. For figural discrimination,

the results were ICC(k)0 = :64, ICC(k)1 = :90, ICC(k)2 = :83, ICC(k)3 = :75, ICC(k)4 = :60, and

ICC(k)5 = :30; for word recognition, the ICC(k) coefficients were ICC(k)0 = :67, ICC(k)1 = :88,

ICC(k)2 = :90, ICC(k)3 = :70, and ICC(k)4 = :42.

Results: Hypotheses 1 to 5

Mean structure. As expected in Hypothesis 1, the mean ability m ûp

� �
= ct decreased across

timed conditions, that is, with decreasing item presentation time. For figural discrimination (see

Table 2, Model M0), there was a continuous decrease across timed conditions and an increase

from the untimed to the first timed condition, in which test takers were forced to take more time

than they did on average in the untimed condition. For word recognition (see Table 3, Model

M0), the decrease was only minor for the first two timed conditions and means were as high as

the mean of the untimed condition. However, for the last two timed conditions the mean ability

was reduced substantially. This decrease in ability occurred only in relatively fast timed condi-

tions, as test takers were forced to take less time for task completion than on average in the

untimed condition, that is, for figural discrimination M t2ð Þ\M t0ð Þ and for word recognition

M t3ð Þ\M t0ð Þ (cf. Table 1).

Variance structure. As assumed in Hypothesis 2, for figural discrimination, the ability variance

Var ût

� �
decreased dramatically as speed increased (see Table 2, Model M0). Similarly, for

word recognition, Var ût

� �
was reduced during the two fastest timed conditions (see Table 3,

Model M0). As expected for a test with a considerable speed component, the ability variance of

word recognition increased across the first two timed conditions, suggesting that individuals’

ability can be distinguished more easily at medium speed than at extremely high or low speeds.

However, this could not be observed for figural discrimination ability variance, which decreased

continuously across timed conditions. For both figural discrimination and word recognition,

Var ût

� �
at low speed was higher than the variance observed for the untimed administration.

Differences in Var ût

� �
reflected exactly the differences in Cronbach’s a and ICC(k) between

timed and untimed conditions.

Correlational structure. From the perspective of measuring individual differences, it was

most interesting to compare correlations between conditions. As assumed in Hypothesis 3, com-

paratively low ability correlations were found between the untimed condition and timed condi-

tions: :22 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :53 for figural discrimination (see Table 2, Model M0) and

:24 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :43 for word recognition (see Table 3, Model M0). This supports the

assumption that the SAT gives rise to disordered ability estimates. In contrast, when speed was

controlled experimentally, the correlations between timed conditions were about twice as high:

:67 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :95 for figural discrimination (see Table 2, Model M0) and

:71 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :93 for word recognition (see Table 3, Model M0). Correlations between

timed conditions in the main diagonal were comparatively high, which may reflect the typical
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finding that successive measures are more highly correlated than those showing greater tem-

poral distance.

Item response modeling using two-tailed posterior time limits. To test Hypothesis 4, responses in the

untimed condition were recoded by applying two-tailed posterior time limits. Responses were

considered correct if they were given within these limits, whereas responses were considered

incorrect if they were given beyond the limits or were incorrect within the time limits (cf. time-

accuracy data as used by Partchev et al., 2012). To compare untimed and timed procedures, pos-

terior time limits were set as the experimental time limits used in timed conditions. Medium-fast

time limits to maximize the number of responses within the limits were selected. For figural dis-

crimination, the limits of Timed 2 condition were used, covering 47.86% of untimed responses.

For word recognition, the limits of Timed 3 condition were chosen including 36.83% of untimed

responses. Recoding substantially increased Cronbach’s a for figural discrimination from

a0 = :40 to :70 and for word recognition from a0 = :35 to :81. Reliability as assessed by ICC(k)

also increased for figural discrimination from ICC(k)0 = :64 to :76 and for word recognition

from ICC(k)0 = :67 to :83. Table 2 (Model M1) shows that for figural discrimination the mean

ability m û0

� �
in the untimed condition decreased substantially due to the stricter scoring rule.

The ability variance Var û0

� �
almost doubled, reflecting increased reliability. Most importantly,

as assumed in Hypothesis 4, the correlations between untimed and timed conditions increased:

:39 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :60. As shown in Table 3 Model M1, results obtained for word recognition

were similar. The mean ability m û0

� �
was much smaller, and the ability variance Var û0

� �
more

than doubled. Again, the correlations between untimed and timed conditions clearly increased

:44 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :60 (to see how the location of posterior time limits affected results, see

Online Appendix C).

Table 2. Figural Discrimination Parameters From Model Fitting.

Model Condition m ût

� �
Var ût

� � Cor ût, ût

� �

U0 T1 T2 T3 T4

M0 Untimed 0 2.17 (0.10) 0.37
Timed 1 2.99 (0.15) 1.94 .53
Timed 2 1.53 (0.11) 1.01 .22 .81
Timed 3 0.90 (0.10) 0.62 .45 .79 .95
Timed 4 0.31 (0.09) 0.31 .49 .68 .79 .93
Timed 5 20.09 (0.08) 0.09 .37 .69 .67 .78 .92

M1 Untimed 0 20.54 (0.10) 0.66
Timed 1 3.00 (0.15) 1.93 .59
Timed 2 1.55 (0.11) 0.98 .51 .83
Timed 3 0.93 (0.10) 0.61 .60 .78 .96
Timed 4 0.33 (0.09) 0.31 .44 .67 .81 .92
Timed 5 20.06 (0.08) 0.09 .39 .70 .66 .79 .94

M2 Untimed 0 1.97 (0.10) 0.32
Timed 1 2.41 (0.16) 1.93 .70
Timed 2 1.44 (0.11) 0.89 .36 .79
Timed 3 0.98 (0.10) 0.55 .63 .80 .93
Timed 4 0.54 (0.09) 0.27 .67 .67 .78 .91
Timed 5 0.32 (0.09) 0.07 .65 .65 .62 .74 .93

Note. Standard errors for fixed effects are given in brackets; Model M0 = baseline model; Model M1 = model using

untimed responses recoded by means of two-tailed posterior time limits as applied for Timed 2 condition; Model

M2 = model including ln tpit

� �
, ln tpit

� �2
, and ln tpit

� �3
as predictors.
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Item response modeling incorporating item response times. Hypothesis 5 assumed that by introdu-

cing the covariate ln tpit

� �
the confounding of ability and time spent on task could be removed,

which should increase correlations between untimed and timed conditions. The response time

ln tpit

� �
was modeled as covariate for both untimed and timed conditions with SD(tt) being high

for the untimed condition and low for the timed conditions (cf. Table 1). For figural discrimina-

tion, the effect was positive and significant, v1 = 0:65 z = 7:65, p\:01ð Þ, suggesting that spend-

ing more time on a task is associated with a higher probability of giving a correct response.

However, the correlations between untimed and timed conditions rose only moderately,

:23 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :63. To explore whether item response time showed a non-linear functional

relationship, the second- and third-order polynomial were modeled successively by including

v2ln tpit

� �2
and v3ln tpit

� �3
. To counter multicollinearity, for all analyses ln tpit

� �
was centered by

item. In the final model, positive significant effects were obtained for the linear component,

v1 = 1:40 z = 10:41, p\:01ð Þ, quadratic component, v2 = 0:26 z = 7:18, p\:01ð Þ, and cubic com-

ponent, v3 = 0:05 z = 2:64, p\:01ð Þ. As a result, the correlations between untimed and timed

conditions increased further, :36 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :70, with four of five correlations � :63 (see

Table 2, Model M2). The fourth-order polynomial model showed convergence problems. For

word recognition, the revealed effect of the covariate ln tpit

� �
was positive and highly signifi-

cant, v1 = 2:42 z = 11:42, p\:01ð Þ. Higher order polynomials did not show statistical signifi-

cance or were not stable. As shown in Table 3 Model M2, correlations Cor û0, ût

� �
between

untimed and timed conditions increased substantially, :54 � Cor û0, ût

� �
� :73. Interestingly,

for word recognition, the correlations between timed conditions were also slightly higher, espe-

cially for correlations with Timed 1 condition. This suggests that the remaining response time

variation in the timed conditions, which was highest for Timed 1 condition (cf. Table 1), had a

slight effect on ability. This means that the ability estimates obtained with the RS paradigm

were still slightly confounded with the self-selected time spent on task.

Table 3. Word Recognition Parameters From Model Fitting.

Model Condition m ût

� �
Var ût

� � Cor ût, ût

� �

U0 T1 T2 T3

M0 Untimed 0 4.21 (0.16) 0.43
Timed 1 4.21 (0.17) 1.49 .34
Timed 2 4.13 (0.18) 1.87 .43 .87
Timed 3 2.33 (0.14) 0.47 .43 .85 .93
Timed 4 1.23 (0.13) 0.15 .24 .75 .71 .91

M1 Untimed 0 20.36 (0.12) 1.04
Timed 1 4.03 (0.16) 1.51 .48
Timed 2 3.95 (0.16) 1.90 .51 .86
Timed 3 2.12 (0.12) 0.49 .60 .83 .91
Timed 4 0.99 (0.10) 0.17 .44 .70 .65 .89

M2 Untimed 0 4.16 (0.16) 0.40
Timed 1 3.57 (0.18) 1.35 .55
Timed 2 3.48 (0.18) 1.77 .68 .91
Timed 3 2.68 (0.14) 0.41 .73 .90 .94
Timed 4 2.01 (0.21) 0.11 .54 .82 .73 .91

Note. Standard errors for fixed effects are given in brackets; Model M0 = baseline model; Model M1 = model using

untimed responses recoded by means of two-tailed posterior time limits as applied for Timed 2 condition; Model

M2 = model including ln tpit

� �
as predictor.
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Discussion

The presented findings show that individuals’ differences in the SAT, that is, in the chosen time

on task, can be substantially reduced by means of the RS paradigm. As suggested by the

assumed speed-ability functions, u = f zð Þ, this results in more consistent differences in ability

estimates as shown by high ability correlations across timed conditions. Most importantly, abil-

ity correlations between untimed and timed conditions could be increased by applying posterior

time limits and by including item response times in the model. The results generalize remark-

ably well across the different types of tasks.

Reliability analyses showed very low Cronbach’s a and low ICC(k) values for the untimed

condition, whereas reliability was much higher in the timed conditions as long as the time limit

was not too short. If the timed condition became shorter, responses were given more and more

randomly regardless of the individual’s ability, which reduced the estimated ability variance and

reliability of ability scores. Low reliability in the untimed condition could not be explained by

the low level of item difficulty and the potentially associated variance restriction. In the very

slow timed conditions, estimates for the shown ability were comparably high (word recognition)

or even higher (figural discrimination), but the reliabilities of these timed conditions clearly

exceeded the ones of the untimed condition. This suggests that differences in the time spent on

task and in balancing the SAT heavily impair reliability in the untimed condition. This interpre-

tation is supported by the observation that by introducing posterior time limits, and thereby

eliminating speed differences, reliability increased substantially. Differences in time on task and

speed can occur at the between- and within-subject levels. Reliability seems to be threatened

especially by within-subject variation in time on task, which is associated with changes in how

individuals differ in time on task. If a test taker’s time on task relative to that of others’ varies

from item to item, the relative success rate is also expected to vary, reducing intercorrelations of

item scores. This interpretation is supported by only small to moderate correlations between

item response times in the untimed condition.

As expected, with increasing speed across the timed conditions, the mean ability level

decreases. Most interestingly, it declines substantially once the presentation time falls below

the average self-determined response time level. Moreover, the ability variance was reduced in

extreme timed conditions including long and short stimulus presentation times; for figural dis-

crimination, this decrease could be observed only in the fastest timed condition. Thus, the word

recognition task was more like a speed test, which was also indicated by higher ability levels,

that is, word recognition items were easier than figural discrimination items.

Regarding the consistency of individual differences across the various conditions, low corre-

lations were found between untimed and timed conditions, while the timed conditions were

highly correlated. This suggests that ability levels in the untimed condition were inconsistent

with those found in the timed conditions due to speed differences in the untimed condition. To

support further this conclusion, individual differences in time on task in the untimed condition

were reduced post hoc in two ways. As expected, when using two-tailed posterior time limits,

the correlations between ability estimates from untimed and timed conditions increased sub-

stantially and were even higher when incorporating item response times into the 1PL model.

Notably, incorporating item response times had less effect on mean and variance of the ability

distribution in the untimed condition than it did in either posteriori time limits or experimental

time limits.

An important assumption of the experimental approach was that the test takers were equally

able to adapt their timing and response behavior to the introduced time constraints. This means

that the time constraint on the item level in the timed conditions, which was introduced to avoid

confounding ability with time on the task, did not evoke confounding with another dimension,
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for instance, the ability to deal with the time limits (cf. the speed dimension shown by Semmes

et al., 2011, to explain timed item performance in a reasoning test). Some test takers might per-

form equally well at their ability limits, whereas others might be affected more and operate

below their ability limits. However, the observed low ability correlations between untimed and

timed conditions are not interpreted as a consequence of confounding with another dimension

in the timed conditions. If there were differential effects of the time constraint across timed

conditions, this should have lowered the correlation between untimed and timed conditions, as

well as that between timed conditions, as the level of time constraint varied substantially from

very generous to strict time limits. Direct empirical evidence was provided by applying poster-

ior time limits and including the item response time as covariate. Thereby, correlations between

untimed and timed conditions could be raised substantially, suggesting that differences in the

time spent on task in the untimed condition lowered the correlations to a large extent.

Nevertheless, further research is needed to address the question of whether the timed procedure

affects the (construct) validity of the measure.

What are the implications of the results for applied measurement? The results suggest that

item time limits are a suitable way to deal with the SAT in speeded types of measurements.

Test takers were able to give responses in time, and there was no evidence for confounding fac-

tors. Moreover, the results suggest that time limits allow test developers to manipulate easily

item difficulty, which would be beneficial for adaptive testing. Items of varying levels of diffi-

culty could be generated automatically by increasing or decreasing item presentation time (cf.

Goldhammer et al., 2009; Wainer et al., 2000). Applying posterior time limits to recode untimed

items requires some caution, as individual differences and reliability depend on the location of

time limits (see Online Appendix C). However, this approach offers the possibility to increase

reliability substantially. Finally, incorporating item response times into IRT models enables

explanation of differences in item responses. However, this approach is less straightforward to

implement for measurement practice. Interpreting such fixed response time effects also requires

consideration of the correlation structure of response time-related as well as response-related

item and person parameters (cf. van der Linden, 2009; see also Goldhammer et al., 2014).

Regarding limitations of the present study and related future research goals, it must be borne in

mind that for figural discrimination, higher order polynomial terms were added in an explora-

tory way. This research needs to be replicated with another sample. In addition, the obtained

result pattern should be tested to determine whether it depends on the order of conditions, which

was fixed among test takers. In the present study, the influence of time limits was investigated

at the latent structural level and restrictions were introduced into the measurement models.

However, it would also be interesting to reverse the perspective by fixing parameters in the

structural model and investigate how freely estimated item parameters change across condi-

tions. For this, also more liberal item response models with more item parameters could be

tested.

In this study, task material from tests was used, which were primarily speed tests.

Accordingly, very high rates of correct responses were obtained for the untimed condition and

for the slow timed conditions. For both researchers and practitioners, it would be very interest-

ing if the timed procedure at the item level also could be applied to power tests (cf. the

approach by Wright & Dennis, 1999). There is evidence that administering power tests under

time constraints at test level increases the shared variance with mental speed (e.g., Preckel,

Wermer, & Spinath, 2011). Semmes et al. (2011) introduced speededness at item level by set-

ting a one-tailed upper time limit at the median item response time obtained from untimed

administration. They provided evidence for the existence of a speed dimension underlying

timed item performance. Thus, to prevent speededness and construct irrelevant variance, the

time constraint at item level should not be too strict. For instance, Walczyk, Kelly, Meche, and
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Braud (1999) allowed adults to read texts under various time pressure conditions. Under mild

time pressure, reading comprehension was improved, probably due to increased effort and

motivation; under severe time pressure, participants displayed reduced performance and

increased stress level. Instead of introducing strict time limits at task level, an interesting option

to standardize timing behavior would be to provide feedback on the elapsed time and whether

test takers proceeded too quickly or too slowly to the next item without forcing them to work

further on the current item. In the present study, the approach reducing individual differences

in the speed-ability compromise was to keep the time spent on a task constant among test

takers. Assuming that ability is a function of speed, u = f zð Þ, this seems to be reasonable.

However, at least for speed tests the SAT appears to be a symmetrical problem, that is, it is pos-

sible to control speed and assess ability, or to control ability and assess speed. Controlling abil-

ity to a particular level among test takers could be done by adapting the allowed time spent on

individual items (cf. Goldhammer et al., 2009). For power tests, however, this would not be fea-

sible, as the effective ability level is not fully under the control of the testing procedure, but

depends also on the individual’s maximum ability level that can be achieved.
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